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People have been experimenting with different ways to write history for 2,500 years, yet we have experimented with film
in the same way for only a century. Noted professor and historian Natalie Zemon Davis, consultant for the film The
Return of Martin Guerre, argues that movies can do much more than recreate exciting events and the external look of the
past in costumes and sets. Film can show millions of viewers the sentiments, experiences and practices of a group, a
period and a place; it can suggest the hidden processes and conflicts of political and family life. And film has the potential
to show the past accurately, wedding the concerns of the historian and the filmmaker. To explore the achievements and
flaws of historical films in differing traditions, Davis uses two themes: slavery, and women in political power. She shows
how slave resistance and the memory of slavery are represented through such films as Stanley Kubrick's Spartacus,
Steven Spielberg's Amistad and Jonathan Demme's Beloved. Then she considers the portrayal of queens from John
Ford's Mary of Scotland and Shekhar Kapur's Elizabeth to John Madden's Mrs. Brown and compares them with the
cinematic treatments of Eva Peron and Golda Meir. This visionary book encourages readers to consider history films both
appreciatively and critically, while calling historians and filmmakers to a new collaboration.
The two volumes of the second edition of the International Handbook of Educational Change comprise a totally new, and
updated collection of the most critical and cutting-edge ideas in educational change. Written by the most influential
thinkers in the field, these volumes cover educational change at both the theoretical and practical levels. The updated
handbook remains connected to the classical concerns of the field, such as educational innovation, reform, and change
management, and also offers new insights into educational change that have been brought about by social change and
shifting contexts of educational reform. Like the first best selling Handbook, this one will also undoubtedly become an
essential resource for people involved in all spheres of education, from classroom teachers, teacher leaders and
administrators to educational researchers, curriculum developers, and university professors. No other work provides such
a wide-ranging and comprehensive examination of the field of educational change.
A sweeping political, social, military and cultural overview of United Kingdom on the eve, and then the day, of the
greatest battle fought by British arms.
The Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early 'Abbasaid Society (2nd-4th/5th-10th c.)
The Age of Genius
Alle tiders historie
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The Soviet Union, 1929-1953
Organising in an imperfect world
Autumn
The Age of Genius explores the eventful intertwining of outward event and inner intellectual life to tell, in all its richness and depth, the story of the
17th century in Europe. It was a time of creativity unparalleled in history before or since, from science to the arts, from philosophy to politics.
Acclaimed philosopher and historian A.C. Grayling points to three primary factors that led to the rise of vernacular (popular) languages in
philosophy, theology, science, and literature; the rise of the individual as a general and not merely an aristocratic type; and the invention and
application of instruments and measurement in the study of the natural world. Grayling vividly reconstructs this unprecedented era and breathes new
life into the major figures of the seventeenth century intelligentsia who span literature, music, science, art, and philosophy--Shakespeare, Monteverdi,
Galileo, Rembrandt, Locke, Newton, Descartes, Vermeer, Hobbes, Milton, and Cervantes, among many more. During this century, a fundamentally
new way of perceiving the world emerged as reason rose to prominence over tradition, and the rights of the individual took center stage in philosophy
and politics, a paradigmatic shift that would define Western thought for centuries to come.
This book broadens the scope and impact of digital storytelling in higher education. It outlines how to teach, research and build communities in
tertiary institutions through the particular form of audio-visual communication known as digital storytelling by developing relationships across
professions, workplaces and civil society. The book is framed within the context of ‘The Four Scholarships’ developed by the Carnegie
Foundation for the advancement and redefining of teaching, including the scholarships of discovery, integration, application, and teaching and
learning. Across four sections, this volume considers the potential of digital storytelling to improve, enhance and expand teaching, learning, research,
and interactions with society. Written by an international range of academics, researchers and practitioners, from disciplines spanning medicine,
anthropology, education, social work, film and media studies, rhetoric and the humanities, the book demonstrates the variety of ways in which digital
storytelling offers solutions to key challenges within higher education for students, academics and citizens. It will be compelling reading for students
and researchers working in education and sociology.
This book looks at the entire Stalin era, and includes chapters on ideology, politics, economic development, social change, nationalities, culture and
external relations. The final chapter deals with the Great Terror.
Student-Centered Leadership
Film and Historical Vision
War! What Is It Good For?
fr dei eldste tider til v re dagar : vg3, p bygging
Greek Thought, Arabic Culture
p bygging
Fostering Critical and Creative Thinking in Middle and High School
From the middle of the eighth century to the tenth century, almost all non-literary and non-historical secular Greek books, including such diverse
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topics as astrology, alchemy, physics, botany and medicine, that were not available throughout the eastern Byzantine Empire and the Near East,
were translated into Arabic. Greek Thought, Arabic Culture explores the major social, political and ideological factors that occasioned the
unprecedented translation movement from Greek into Arabic in Baghdad, the newly founded capital of the Arab dynasty of the 'Abbasids', during
the first two centuries of their rule. Dimitri Gutas draws upon the preceding historical and philological scholarship in Greco-Arabic studies and the
study of medieval translations of secular Greek works into Arabic and analyses the social and historical reasons for this phenomenon. Dimitri
Gutas provides a stimulating, erudite and well-documented survey of this key movement in the transmission of ancient Greek culture to the
Middle Ages.
Published in the year 1985, Reading into Racism is a valuable contribution to the field of Education.
Why are so many students intellectually disengaged? Mark Carnes says it is because students are so deeply absorbed in competitive social play.
He shows how month-long role-immersion games in the curriculum can channel those competitive impulses into transformative learning
experiences, and how bricks-and-mortar colleges can set young minds on fire.
The Palgrave Handbook of Textbook Studies
On Sociology
Å lykkes med litteraturhistorie
fra de eldste tider til våre dager : vg3, påbygging
Literacy and Power
Reflexive Leadership
A Norwegian crime thriller with a gripping psychological edge

The dramatic and little-known story of how, in the summer of 1920, Lenin came within a hair's
breadth of shattering the painstakingly constructed Versailles peace settlement and spreading
Bolshevism to western Europe.
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize: An unhappy marriage is further shaken when IRA terrorists
invade the couple’s home in this “first rate” thriller (The New York Times). Michael Dillon, a
self-described “poet in a business suit,” is a once-aspiring writer in Belfast whose dreams
have been consumed by a stultifying career as a hotel manager and a hateful marriage to his
unstable wife, Moira. But on the day he decides to leave Moira for his younger lover and take
off for London, IRA terrorists break into the Dillon home. Their plan is simple: They’ll hold
Moira hostage while Michael plants a bomb designed to kill a rabble-rousing Protestant and his
flock convening for a political rally. If Michael goes to the police, Moira dies. It’s only the
first choice of many—because in Brian Moore’s “breathtakingly constructed” nightmare, the day
has just begun (Los Angeles Times). “The plot [is] one that only a spoiler would reveal—and
risk ruining the surprises that detonate throughout the novel like cleverly hidden and
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elegantly designed incendiary devices. The notion of ‘unbearable suspense’ is, of course, a
cliché, but I found that I kept briefly putting down the novel to postpone the moment when I
had to face what might happen next.” —Francine Prose, The New York Times
This volume explores the relationship between aesthetics and traditional multimodal
communication to show how all semiotic resources, not just those situated within fine arts,
have an aesthetic function. Bringing together contributions from an interdisciplinary group of
researchers, the book meditates on the role of aesthetics in a broader range of semiotic
resources, including urban spaces, blogs, digital scrapbooks, children’s literature, music, and
online learning environments. The result is a comprehensive collection of new perspectives on
how communication and aesthetics enrich and complement one another when meaning is made with
semiotic resources, making this key reading for students and scholars in multimodality, fine
arts, education studies, and visual culture.
Digital Storytelling in Higher Education
Norway and National Liberation in Southern Africa
Warsaw 1920: Lenin’s Failed Conquest of Europe
International Perspectives
Socratic Circles
fra de eldste tider til våre dager : vg2-vg3
Numbers, Narratives, and the Integration of Research and Theory
The heartwarming debut that brought Per Petterson, the author of the highly acclaimed Out Stealing Horses, to prominence
Young Arvid Jansen lives on the outskirts of Oslo. It's the early sixties; his father works in a shoe factory and his Danish mother
works as a cleaner. Arvid has nightmares about crocodiles and still wets his bed at night, but slowly he begins to understand
the world around him. Vivid images accompany each new event: A photo of his mother as a young woman makes him cry as he
realizes how time passes, and the black car that comes to collect his father on the day Arvid's grandfather dies reminds him of
the passing of his bullfinch. And then, one morning, his teacher tells his class to pray because a nuclear war is looming. Ashes
in My Mouth, Sand in My Shoes, Per Petterson's debut, in which he introduces Arvid Jansen to the world, is a delicate portrait of
childhood in all its complexity, wonder, and confusion that will delight fans of Out Stealing Horses and new readers alike.
Hilary Janks addresses key questions about literacy and power in this landmark text that is both engaging and accessible. Her
central argument is that competing orientations to critical literacy education − domination (power), access, diversity, design −
foreground one over the other, but are crucially interdependent and need to work together to create possibilities for redesign
and social action that serve a social justice agenda. She examines the theory underpinning each orientation, and develops new
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theory in the argument for interdependence and integration. Sitting at the interface between theory and practice, constantly
moving from one to the other, the text is rich with examples of how to use these orientations in real teaching contexts, and
how to use them to counterbalance one another. In the groundbreaking final chapter Janks considers how the rationalist
underpinning of critical literacy tends to exclude the non-rational shows ways of working ‘beyond reason’ − pleasure and play,
desire and the unconscious − and makes the case that these need to be taken seriously given their power to cut across the
work of critical literacy educators working from any orientation.
This volume examines the present status and future trends of textbook studies. Cutting-edge essays by leading experts and
emerging scholars explore the field’s theories, methodologies, and topics with the goal of generating debate and providing new
perspectives. The Georg Eckert Institute’s unique transdisciplinary focus on international textbook research has shaped this
handbook, which explores the history of the discipline, the production processes and contexts that influence textbooks, the
concepts they incorporate, how this medium itself is received and future trends. The book maps and discusses approaches
based in cultural studies as well as in the social and educational sciences in addition to contemporary methodologies used in
the field. The book aims to become the central interdisciplinary reference for textbook researchers, students, and educational
practitioners.
Fireraiser (Oslo Crime Files 3)
Bias in Children's Literature and Learning Materials
Northern Neighbours
Slaves on Screen
Science Education in Theory and Practice
Beyond Culture
Scotland and Norway since 1800
This book documents and analyses the involvement of Norway in the liberation struggle in Southern Africa. Apart
from focussing on the formulation of official policies and the extensive cooperation with the liberation movements
in the field of humanitarian assistance, mainly based on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs records, the study
highlights the popular involvement and commitment to the struggle. Separate chapters are concerned with the
churches, trade unions and solidarity movements, such as the Norwegian Council for Southern Africa and the
Namibia Committee. The book also includes a case study on the battle for sanctions.The Study forms part of the
Nordic Africa Institute's research and documentation project -National Liberation in Southern Africa: The Role of
the Nordic Countries-.
Calls for and speculates on an extensive transcendence of individual cultures, of material and verbal extensions of
the ego, and of the alienating denial of individual talents and powers
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Matt Copeland has created a coaching guide for both the teacher new to Socratic seminars and the experienced
teacher seeking to optimize the benefits of this powerful strategy. Socratic Circles also shows teachers who are
familiar with literature circles the many ways in which these two practices complement and extend each other.
Filled with examples to help readers visualize the application of these concepts in practice, Socratic Circles
includes transcripts of student dialogue and work samples of preparation and follow-up activities. The helpful
appendices offer ready-to-copy handouts and examples, and suggested selections of text that connect to major
literary works.
Witnessing Waterloo
Nemesis
Ashes in My Mouth, Sand in My Shoes
Second International Handbook of Educational Change
Reading into Racism
Conflict and the Progress of Civilization from Primates to Robots
The Stalin Years

Student-Centered Leadership offers a timely and thoughtful resource for school leaders who want to turn their
ideals into action. Written by educational leadership expert Viviane Robinson, the book shows leaders how they
can make a bigger difference to the quality of teaching and learning in their school and ultimately improve their
students' performance. This book is based not on fad or fashion but on the best available evidence about the
impact of different types of leadership on student outcomes. The book includes examples of five types of
leadership practice as well as rich accounts of the knowledge and skills that leaders need to employ them with
confidence. Filled with practical lessons, clear information, and much inspiration, Robinson encourages leaders
to experiment with changing how they lead so they can transform their schools for the better. Student-Centered
Leadership is part of the Jossey-Bass Leadership Library in Education series. Praise for Student-Centered
Leadership "Student-Centered Leadership shines with clarity and practical, powerful ideas. Add this book to
your leadership library."—Michael Fullan, author, The Six Secrets of Change and Leading in a Culture of Change
"Viviane Robinson's compelling book is both evidence based and profoundly practical."—Steve Munby, chief
executive, National College for Leadership of Schools and Children's Services, England "This book will be an
equally important resource for individual school leaders, professional developers, and administrator-preparation
programs. There will be two copies on my shelf—one to loan and one for my own reference."—Karen Seashore
Louis, Regents Professor, University of Minnesota
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Lecturers/Instructors - Request a free digital inspection copy here Making a case for a reflexive approach to
leadership, the authors draw upon decades of carrying out in-depth studies of professionals trying to “do”
leadership. Through interviews with managers and their subordinates, getting a good understanding of
organizational context, and critically interpreting their observations considering both leadership theories and a
wealth of other perspectives, their celebration of reflexivity is used to question dominant leadership thinking.
Considering and challenging various departures from lines of reasoning results in a book that draws upon rich
empirical material and which has a number of new, provocative, critical and constructive ideas that help to
develop sharper and more thoughtful thinking and practice - both in academic and practical contexts. Suitable
for leadership and organisation courses at upper-level undergraduate and upwards (including MBA-classes and
Executive Education) and a thought provoking read for practitioners and management development
professionals interested in leadership thought.
Historie vg3påbyggingNorthern NeighboursScotland and Norway since 1800Edinburgh University Press
verda og Noreg etter 1750 : vg3
Curriculum as a Political Problem
A Novel
Went the Day Well?
Changing Educational Conceptions, with Special Reference to Citizenship Education
UNESCO Guidebook on Textbook Research and Textbook Revision
Lies of Silence
How did the development of two small countries at the north of Europe, whose histories were joined from
about the year 795 AD -- including a 300-year alliance -- nevertheless diverge sharply in the modern
era? This edited collection of essays covers various elements of this analysis including land ownership,
politics, agriculture, industry, money and banking, local government, education, religion, access and
the outdoor life, as well as several more synthetic chapters. Written as it is by historians, political
scientists, economists, sociologists, anthropologists and human geographers, the book moves beyond
historical narrative, and outlines elements of a theory of divergent development between Norway and
Scotland over the long term, and so towards a novel history which will be of interest to a wider
audience.
One of the world's leading sociologists presents for the first time his comprehensive view of the aims
and tools of modern sociology. The book will provoke debate about cogent and controversial theories of
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the way we understand modern industrial society.
The third psychological mystery in the Oslo Crime Files, a tense and dark quartet of thrillers for fans
of Camilla Lackberg and Jo Nesbo. A man obsessed with the cleansing power of fire is destroying
everything that reminds him of his youth. He calls himself the Fire Man. That same Easter, a teenager is
threatened by his girlfriend's tradition-bound family. Karsten's attempts to protect himself put him and
his sister Synne at even greater risk. Then he disappears all together. Eight years later, Synne is
determined to find out what happened that night. But her investigation will ignite smouldering and
dangerous memories. And the Fire Man is still there, waiting, and watching her search for the truth at
every step... Praise for international bestseller Torkil Damhaug: 'Delivered with maximum psychological
intensity' Barry Forshaw, Independent 'Nothing is as it seems in this sleek and cunning thriller'
Evening Standard
Black and White
How Role-Immersion Games Transform College
The Seventeenth Century and the Birth of the Modern Mind
Conflict and Cooperation in the North
The Handbook of Critical Literacies
An Introductory Guide to Learning Theory
Multimodality and Aesthetics

Two star high school basketball players, one black and one white, experience the justice system
differently after committing a crime together and getting caught. An ALA Best Book for Young
Adults. Reprint.
Examining how war has positively changed our society, a renowned historian and archaeologist
tells the riveting story of 15,000 years of war, going beyond the battles and brutality to
reveal what war has really done to and for the world. 50,000 first printing.
The Handbook of Critical Literacies aims to answer the timely question: what are the social
responsibilities of critical literacy academics, researchers, and teachers in today’s world?
Critical literacies are classically understood as ways to interrogate texts and contexts to
address injustices and they are an essential literacy practice. Organized into thematic and
regional sections, this handbook provides substantive definitions of critical literacies across
fields and geographies, surveys of critical literacy work in over 23 countries and regions, and
overviews of research, practice, and conceptual connections to established and emerging
theoretical frameworks. The chapters on global critical literacy practices include research on
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language acquisition, the teaching of literature and English language arts, Youth Participatory
Action Research, environmental justice movements, and more. This pivotal handbook enables new
and established researchers to position their studies within highly relevant directions in the
field and engage, organize, disrupt, and build as we work for more sustainable social and
material relations. A groundbreaking text, this handbook is a definitive resource and an
essential companion for students, researchers, and scholars in the field.
Å lykkast med nynorsk som sidemål
verden og Norge etter 1750 : vg3
Minds on Fire
Historie vg3
Stories
This book provides a collection of applicable learning theories and their applications to science
teaching. It presents a synthesis of historical theories while also providing practical implications for
improvement of pedagogical practices aimed at advancing the field into the future. The theoretical
viewpoints included in this volume span cognitive and social human development, address theories of
learning, and describe approaches to teaching and curriculum development. The book presents and
discusses humanistic, behaviourist, cognitivist, and constructivist theories. In addition, it looks at
other theories, such as multiple intelligences theory, systems thinking, gender/sexuality theory and
indigenous knowledge systems. Each chapter follows a reader-motivated approach anchored on a narrative
genre. The book serves as a guide for those aiming to create optional learning experiences to prepare
the next generation STEM workforce. Chapter “The Bildung Theory—From von Humboldt to Klafki and Beyond”
is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via
link.springer.com
Orphan Black meets Lord of the Flies in this riveting new thriller from the co-author of the Virals
series. It's been happening since Min was eight. Every two years, on her birthday, a strange man finds
her and murders her in cold blood. But hours later, she wakes up in a clearing just outside her tiny
Idaho hometown—alone, unhurt, and with all evidence of the horrifying crime erased. Across the valley,
Noah just wants to be like everyone else. But he’s not. Nightmares of murder and death plague him,
though he does his best to hide the signs. But when the world around him begins to spiral toward panic
and destruction, Noah discovers that people have been lying to him his whole life. Everything changes in
an eye blink. For the planet has a bigger problem. The Anvil, an enormous asteroid threatening all life
on Earth, leaves little room for two troubled teens. Yet on her sixteenth birthday, as she cowers in her
bedroom, hoping not to die for the fifth time, Min has had enough. She vows to discover what is
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happening in Fire Lake and uncovers a lifetime of lies: a vast conspiracy involving the sixty-four
students of her sophomore class, one that may be even more sinister than the murders.
The New York Times bestseller. "This book is full of wonders...Loose teeth, chewing gum, it all becomes
noble, almost holy, under Knausgaard’s patient, admiring gaze. The world feels repainted.” —The New York
Times From the author of the monumental My Struggle series, Karl Ove Knausgaard, one of the masters of
contemporary literature and a genius of observation and introspection, comes the first in a new
autobiographical quartet based on the four seasons. 28 August. Now, as I write this, you know nothing
about anything, about what awaits you, the kind of world you will be born into. And I know nothing about
you... I want to show you our world as it is now: the door, the floor, the water tap and the sink, the
garden chair close to the wall beneath the kitchen window, the sun, the water, the trees. You will come
to see it in your own way, you will experience things for yourself and live a life of your own, so of
course it is primarily for my own sake that I am doing this: showing you the world, little one, makes my
life worth living. Autumn begins with a letter Karl Ove Knausgaard writes to his unborn daughter,
showing her what to expect of the world. He writes one short piece per day, describing the material and
natural world with the precision and mesmerising intensity that have become his trademark. He describes
with acute sensitivity daily life with his wife and children in rural Sweden, drawing upon memories of
his own childhood to give an inimitably tender perspective on the precious and unique bond between
parent and child. The sun, wasps, jellyfish, eyes, lice--the stuff of everyday life is the fodder for
his art. Nothing is too small or too vast to escape his attention. This beautifully illustrated book is
a personal encyclopaedia on everything from chewing gum to the stars. Through close observation of the
objects and phenomena around him, Knausgaard shows us how vast, unknowable and wondrous the world is.
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